Tactile evoked spikes in children.
Tactile evoked spikes (TES) are a well known EEG feature in children. We reviewed our previous studies concerning this phenomenon, with special reference to the influence of sleep and stimulation rate, the relation with middle-long latency somatosensory evoked potentials (MLSEP) and the relation between TES and spontaneous spikes in the same individual. New data were obtained by re-evaluating 566 children with TES, by assessing MLSEP from each finger, in 15 subjects with TES, and by studying MLSEP following posterior tibial nerve stimulation in 12 children with TES. TES appear to be enlarged components of MLSEP which are present in some children aged 4 to 14 years; they tend to increase during NREM sleep and to decrease during REM sleep; Their amplitude decreases at stimulation rates above 3 Hz. TES are associated with an increased risk of epileptic seizures, which usually have a benign prognosis. The possible neurophysiological mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are discussed.